Kemp Smart i7
Alkaline Water Ionizer
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Trusted Alkaline
Water Brand
The latest Kemp Smart i7 alkaline water
ionizer is the proud product of many years
of joint research and development between
Korea, Japan and Singapore. Combining
both functionality and aesthetics, it
generates safe and clean ionized water
with a high alkaline pH, negative Oxidation
Reduction Potential (-ORP), and high levels
of activated Hydrogen.
Kemp Smart i7 is fitted with 7 platinumtitanium MESH electrodes that produce far
more superior water quality than traditional
large solid plate technology. These ionisers
also boast of the award winning KDF55
0.01M ultrafine filter that is the first of
its kind in removing water soluble heavy
metals, silt, dirt, chlorine and even bacteria
and viruses!
Kemp Smart i7 also offers six other
unique industry’s first Smart features,
including:
• SmartDiagnostics: This in-built device
handles everything from filter usage to
low pressure, and relays the important
information to the users
• SmartClean: Prevents mineral
deposit build-up on the
electrodes by activating
the cleaning
process regularly
• SmartSwitch:
Detects water
source quality
and automatically
alters to an
appropriate
power usage for
ionization
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• SmartAdjust: Works in tandem with
SmartSwitch by adjusting the ionizing
power to produce the optimal water
quality
• SmartBrassValves: More durable and
can regulate the water flow better than
those found in traditional ionizers
• SmartDefault: Automatically defaults
to alkaline water upon activation of the
unit to prevent any accidental usage of
acidic water
To maintain a healthy immune system
function and optimal wellness, our body
fluids should be slightly alkaline at pH
7.36. The Kemp Smart i7 delivers alkaline
ionized water that hydrates the body better
than normal water. In fact, it is recognised
as a medical product in Japan and Korea
with all the relevant certifications and
therefore, would make itself very useful in
every home, office and hospitals here for
providing good health.

new competitors, online vendors and multilevel peddlers.
Performance aside, we like that the
Kemp Smart i7 is elegantly designed with
soft edges against striking cool colours,
which complements most spaces. There’s
an undersink option to further reduce its
footprint via an optional stylish tap, so is
perfect for island kitchens.
Whatever your requirements, you can
trust Kemp Smart i7 to fit the bill. Even the
Medical Faculty Head of Yonsei University,
Korea, and current President of Korean
Water Society, Professor KJ Lee, was so
impressed by the superior quality and
technology that he declared it to be his
“top choice” – and that’s how Kemp Smart
i7 was given a LiveWell Woman Award!

Why We Recommend It: Already, the Kemp
Smart i7 is head and shoulders above its
competitors as it has
been tested locally
to prove its efficacy
and quality. Plus, it is
distributed by a multiple
award winning and
accredited company,
Kemp Singapore
Pte Ltd, which has a
reputable track record
in water ionizers over
the past 27 years and
provides a credibility
that is unmatched in an
industry with relatively
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